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Aam al Ukhood, the year of delegation took place after the Battle of Tabuk. People came and                 
became muslims and then went back and helped other people become muslims as well. Nabi               
SAW, at this time, had such power and izzah that delegations came to him, in Madina. He didn’t                  
have to travel to them anymore. 
 
Bani Saad Ibn Bakr sent Damaam Ibn Talibah to see what this Islam was and then return to                  
them. Anas Ibn Malik reports, they were sitting with the Nabi SAW outside when a man came on                  
a camel, and he knelt to tie the camel. He said to the sahaba, which one of you is Muhammad                    
SAW? The sahaba replied, look at this white man, and he is reclining. We learn from this that if                   
someone is looking for a person they don’t know, you can describe this person to them, not                 
mockingly but you can describe the characteristics to help identify. It’s not a bad thing, as long                 
as it’s not offensive. So Nabi SAW came to him, and he was in a rush and said, look, I am                     
asking you firmly, strongly, don’t think bad about me. Nabi SAW gave him permission to               
continue. This show that the Nabi SAW listened to everyone, nobody was turned away. 
 
So the man said, I will ask you by the Lord and the Lord of those before you. Did Allah SWT                     
send you to all the people? Nabi SAW said, yes and this man accepted it. He then asked if Allah                    
SWt asked him to pray five times a day and Nabi SAW confirmed. The he asked about the                  
fasting of Ramadan and again Nabi SAW confirmed. He then asked about sadaqah from the               
rich to the poor and Nabi SAW confirmed. So this man said that he believed what Nabi SAW                  
came for, and identified himself to the Nabi SAW. 
 
In another narration, he said the shahada and said he would do what the Nabi SAW, not                 
increasing it and not decreasing it and Nabi SAW said after he left, that if what he said was the                    
truth, then he will enter paradise. 
 
When this man came, he was described as having a middle parting in his hair and this again                  
shows it is okay to describe people by their looks. This man went to his people and they                  
gathered around him, and the first thing he said to them, Lat and Uzza are so evil! The people                   
were shocked that he was insulting their idols. They worried he would be cursed by their idols.                 
He wanted to prove to them that they couldn’t be harmed by the idols. He destroyed them, and                  
then showed that look, nothing happened to me, and he said Allah SWT send His rasool SAW                 
and His word, and I believe in it all. He related to them what Rasool saw said and before                   
evening, the whole tribe had accepted Islam. This man was a man of power and position, and                 
people followed him in everything. And Rasool SAW said that this man’s delegation was the               
best. 
 
Nasaara Najran (Christian or ahlul kitaab in Yemen) were sent a letter by Nabi SAW that they                 
had more responsibility as ahlul kitaab than people who prayed to idols. He invited them to                
worship Allah SWT over worshiping people, because these people took Isa AS as the Wali               



instead of Allah SWT. He told them if you refuse, you have to pay jiziya or tax. And if they                    
choose not to pay jiziya also, they would face battle. So these people sent a delegation                
comprising of scholars and righteous people - 14 of them. Three of them were very important                
people, a leader, a scholar, person in charge of the caravan. These people came to Nabi SAW                 
in the masjid, wearing silky clothes and gold jewelry and started making their prayers. Nabi               
SAW let them continue when the sahaba wanted to stop them. 
 
When they came to speak to Nabi SAW, he turned away because he had better expectations                
from them about their garb, because they were like the mushrikeen. Someone told them to               
change their clothes and come. When they came, and offered salaam, this time Nabi SAW               
returned thier salaam. He told them about Islam but they denied it and said that we were                 
muslims before you. So Nabi SAW told them three things prevent you from becoming muslim,               
that they worshipped a cross, that they eat the meat of the pig, and that they say Allah SWT has                    
a son, astaghfirAllah. These people they started to arguing with Nabi SAW and they said why                
are you insulting Isa AS? Why are you calling him Abd Allah? So Nabi SAW said but he was                   
Abd Allah and His Rasool as well. This upset them very much and they asked Nabi SAW that no                   
man was born without a father other than Isa AS? And Nabi SAW said Adam AS, who was born                   
without father and mother. This example made them just stop! 
 
Nabi SAW invited them to mubahaala, that they would both make dua to Allah SWT and the                 
curse would be on the liar. This is in the Quran, Surah Ale Imraan, Ayaah 61. He told them he                    
would bring his children and wives and they would bring theirs and the curse would be on the                  
liar. This delegation talked about and discussed this and said if anbiyaa make mubahaala then               
they would be destroyed. So they stepped back and said to judge them as they are. Nabi SAW                  
made a pledge with them, and they would pay jiziya and they said to send a man to collect the                    
money. The Nabi SAW said he would send a very trustworthy man and named Abu Obaidah Al                 
Jarrah, Ameen min Al Ummah, RA. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 


